This work is motivated by the puzzling results of the recent experiment [S. Tewari et al., Phys. Rev. B 93, 035420 (2016)], where a robust coherence recovery starting from a certain energy was detected for an electron injected into the quantum Hall edge at the filling factor 2. After passing through a quantum dot the electron then tunnels into the edge with a subsequent propagation towards a symmetric Mach-Zender interferometer, after which the visibility of Aharonov-Bohm (AB) oscillations is measured. According to conventional understanding, its decay with the increasing energy of the injected electron was expected, which was confirmed theoretically in the bosonization framework. Here we analyze why such a model fails to account for the coherence recovery and demonstrate that the reason is essentially the destructive interference of the two quasiparticles (charge and neutral modes) forming at the edge out of the incoming electron wave packet. This statement is moreover robust with respect to the strength of the Coulomb interaction. We firstly exploit the idea of introducing an imbalance between the quasiparticles, by creating different conditions of propagation for them. It can be done by taking into account either dispersion or dissipation, which indeed results in the partial coherence recovery. The idea of imbalance can also be realized by applying a periodic potential to the arms of interferometer. We discuss such an experiment, which might also shed light on the internal coherence of the two edge excitations. Another scenario relies on the lowering of the energy density of the electron wave packet by the time it arrives at the interferometer in presence of dissipation or dispersion. This energy density is defined by a parameter completely independent of the injected energy, which naturally explains the emergence of a threshold energy in the experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The edge excitations of the integer quantum Hall (QH) regime became the basis for the new field of electronic optics in two-dimensional electronic gases, due to their ballistic, one-dimensional and chiral behaviour. 1 At the same time a question about the nature of decoherence in the QH edge states, important to further quantum information applications, does not yet have a satisfactory answer. Quite a number of the experiments 2-8 based on 9 the electronic Mach-Zender interferometer (MZI) tried to shed light on the effects of dephasing and interaction taking place in such systems. Initially, it was demonstrated 9 that the coherence of the incoming electron current becomes greatly suppressed with increasing the energy and temperature at the filling factor ν = 1. However, even a more striking behavior was revealed in the case of ν = 2, where the lobe-structure of the visibility as a function of bias between the arms of the interferometer has been reported. 3, 6, 7, 10 Such an effect was attributed 11 to a strong interaction between the channels, leading to a separation of the spectrum of the edge excitations into the fast charge and slow neutral modes. A later experiment 5 made it possible to concentrate on studying the decoherence of a single electron injected into the edge state. The scheme of the experiment is provided in the Fig. 1 . In this set-up, created in the system of QH edge states at the filling factor ν = 2, a single-electron wave packet (WP) is injected into one of the channels with the energy defined by the level of the QD, working as an energy filter for an electron passing through. After covering a distance |x 0 | of 2.7µm it eventually arrives at the MZI with the length of 7.2µm for the both arms. The quantum interference is then analyzed by measuring the oscillations of the current I on the way out of the MZI and plotting subsequently the visibility V =
Imax−Imin Imax+Imin
as a function of the injected energy. Strikingly, it does not vanish with the energy unlike in the cases mentioned above. Instead, after a short decay, it flattens for the energies larger than ∼ 20µeV , with a significant coherence restoration of around 42%. In their paper experimentalists argued that such a behavior can be explained by a partial relaxation of the electron WP on its way to the interferometer. Thus, its energy is lowered to the extent when one of the main mechanisms of the decoherence in such a set-up, the inelastic scattering inside the interferometer, would be weak.
An attempt to explain such an outcome was made in [12] by taking into account the disorder present in the edge. However, interaction is considered perturbatively in that work and each of the edge states is studied as a Fermi liquid. Another paper [13] adopted an approach from [11] , which accounts for the strong Coulomb interaction between the edge channels via the bosonization approach in order to see if such a minimalistic model captures the effect. Alas, the visibility was predicted to decay in a power-law manner with increasing the energy of the electron.
In the present paper -a logical continuation of the latter work -we are analyzing what prevented the existence of the visibility plateau in the previous model and describe several possible scenarios of the coherence recovery. Namely, we demonstrate within the initial model that it is the destructive interference of the two quasiparticles originating from the strong interaction between the edge channels that leads to a complete decoherence. Therefore, it is enough to introduce different conditions guiding their dynamics to prevent such an exact cancellation. Such conditions can already be applied in case of asymmetric interferometer. However, as we point out in the Appendix E, a possible slight asymmetry cannot account for such a significant coherence restoration as witnessed in the experiment. Thus, we move on to more plausible scenarios. A natural assumption would be to include either dissipation or dispersion present in either of the charge or neutral modes. Both of the effects were found to be present 14 at least for the neutral mode, whereas the charge mode has not been studied in the experiment due to its larger excitation energy. At this point it might already seem intuitive that taking either of the effects into account for one of the modes results in the coherence recovery, which is indeed the case as we will demonstrate. On the other hand, there is much more to the physics, when modification of the dynamics is applied to the both modes.
We start our analysis by taking dissipation into account via an additional imaginary term in the velocity of the neutral or the charge modes. In fact, the experiment [14] demonstrated more of a quadratic law behavior of the imaginary part of the dispersion relation, which we replace, however, by a linear one for simplicity. We then study the energy distribution function dependence from the injected energy ε 0 and demonstrate the emergence of the energy cut-off ε 0 1/γ. Next, we arrive at the following important conclusions:
• Characteristic time γ (i.e. the "strength" of dissipation as it is explained below) is directly proportional to x 0 . Due to the relative analytical simplicity, we concentrate on the case of x 0 L, which corresponds literally to neglecting the dissipation inside the interferometer. We justify this approach by studying the limiting situation of x 0 = 0, while including the dissipation inside the MZI in the Appendix C. Ultimately, we recover the same visibility decay, thus concluding that it is the relaxation of the WP before the interferometer which is more relevant. Hence, the MZI should be considered as a probe of the WP dynamics.
• Unlike the initial model where the decoherence strength is governed by the parameter ε 0 η, i.e. the one defining the possible phase space of the scattering states inside the interferometer, it is η/γ that replaces it in the dissipation case. The latter is derived from the energy loss of the WP and its proportionality to 1/γ by the time the WP reaches the interferometer. Throughout the paper we denote η = L/v − L/u, where u, v are the velocities of the charge and neutral modes respectively and L is a length of the arm of the interferometer.
• It follows from the previous point that visibility decays for the energies ε 0 γ 1 and saturates at the plateau for ε 0 γ 1. The latter happens due to the inefficiency of the non-elastic scattering inside the interferometer. Particularly, in the case of a strong dissipation η/γ 1 present in both modes, a complete coherence recovery is discovered! For a strong dissipation present in one mode we find a restoration of around 59%, while for a small dissipation the restoration appears to be of the order of η/γ.
• The condition γ η, describing the strong dissipation can be interpreted as a comparison of the effective time broadening of the WP with η, which explains why non-elastic scattering becomes weak. This argument has direct connections to the dispersion case. Although the energy is conserved, the WP becomes naturally broadened in the space lowering down its energy density. Therefore, we expect the similar physics to take place and calculate only the case of the dispersion (quadratic) present in the neutral mode. Curiously, we arrive at the same result as for the dissipation.
• Even though we are not in a position to make precise quantitative predictions we can still estimate the threshold energy ε thr , for instance, in the case of dissipation. Judging roughly from the findings of [14] , it is of order ε thr ∼ 40µeV , which is in a good agreement with the experiment. These estimations can be found in Sec. VI.
What is also intriguing is that despite a total dephasing of the WP in the linear dispersion case, each of the quasiparticles does not decohere on its own. We bring attention to the fact that this statement is robust with respect to the strength of interaction, i.e. supposing the charges of the quasiparticles to differ from 1/2, which is discussed in the Appendix D. In order to measure this elusive coherence we propose a following experiment with a remark that we are going to ignore the effects of either dispersion or dissipation in its theoretical description. It is done to single out the bare contribution of a quasiparticle, which nevertheless does not undermine the goal of the experiment itself. Briefly, in addition to the DC current going through a QD one should apply a periodic bias of a small amplitude between the arms of the MZI, synchronized with the tunneling events. Next, one can separate the two contributions after the MZI and find the visibility of the DC current. What should be found is that it also saturates with the energy, oscillating at the same time, which is exactly the result of the modified time dynamics for one of the modes. Even if the experiment will also show the existence of an additional contribution from the dissipation or dispersion it would be instructive to compare them with such an oscillating part to check our theory.
Finally, we briefly outline the structure of the paper. In Sec. II and III we present a formalism to describe a system introduced above as well a transport in it. Then, in Sec. IV, we bring up the main result of the paper 13 for a linear plasmon spectrum and formally analyze the decay of the visibility by studying the large injected energy asymptotics of the interference current. It is next followed by Sec. V, where the general approach to finding the correlation functions is discussed. Particularly, we describe in detail, how they are modified by introducing the dissipation via the Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem (FDT). The details of the derivation are provided in the Appendix A. Then we proceed to finding the energy distribution function of the WP as well as its energy in Sec. VI. There we provide a clear physical picture of the nature of the coherence recovery and explain how it is essentially connected to the dispersion case. Afterwards, our qualitative predictions are confirmed by the calculations for the visibility in the presence of either dissipation (Sec. VII) or dispersion (Sec. VIII). To wrap up the paper the proposal of an experiment allowing for a periodic coherence recovery is discussed in Sec. IX. Finally, Sec. X is devoted to the concluding remarks.
II. MODEL AND INITIAL STATE
The basic characteristic of interest is the evolution of the initial state which is a charged QD with a corresponding energy ε 0 . We will base its study upon the formalism developed in the previous work [13] , where the visibility is studied in the linear spectrum case. We will briefly outline the main steps of that approach and introduce necessary changes in the subsequent Sections VII and VIII. Note that we work in the units, where = c = e = 1.
The general Hamiltonian describing our system (see Fig. 1 ) comprising a QD and a MZI has the form
Here H 0 describes the Hamiltonian for the QH edge states for the filling factor ν = 2, H d corresponds to the QD's Hamiltonian, while the two left terms take into account the tunneling between the QD and the edge and the tunneling between the "up" and "down" arms of the interferometer. A standard approach would be to write down such a Hamiltonian in the bosonized form expressing the electron operator ψ nm (x) in terms of a collective bosonic mode φ nm (x):
where n denotes a particular channel, while m corresponds to the "up" or "down" part of the interferometer. Also an ultraviolet cut-off a was introduced, whose role is to keep the correct electron anti-commutation relation. The fields φ nm (x) are connected to charge densities ρ nm (x) = 1 2π ∂ x φ nm (x) and satisfy the commutation relations [φ nm (x), φ n m (y)] = iπδ n,n δ m,m sgn(x − y). In terms of the new bosonic operators the Hamiltonian H 0 reads:
where the matrix V nn is presented in the form:
The term U > 0 describes a strong screened Coulomb interaction, while v 0 is a Fermi velocity of the edge plasmon in the absence of interaction. Thus, the Hamiltonian H 0 can be easily diagonalized applying a unitary transformation:
The new fields ϕ 1m and ϕ 2m are called respectively charge and neutral modes according to their "physical sense". In their basis H 0 acquires a form:
with the charge mode velocity v 1 ≡ u = v 0 + U/π being much larger than the velocity of the dipole mode v 2 ≡ v 0 due to the strong Coulomb interaction U v 0 . Note that we will mention below and discuss in the Appendix how this condition can be relaxed and outline the consequences.
Moving to the Hamiltonian for the QD, we represent it in terms of the electron annihilation operator d, which gives
where ε 0 is the energy level of the charged QD. Next, the tunneling term H t,d between the dot and the channel 1u in the Hamiltonian is presented as:
Finally, the tunneling Hamiltonian H t between the 1d and 1u channels of the interferometer has the form
where
Having defined the Hamiltonian, we move to studying the evolution of a single-particle state injected into the QH edge from a QD. To account for tunneling into the edge, described by τ d , non-perturbatively, the evolved single-particle state can be presented in a form of a wave packet (WP) of a certain width Γ, whose dynamics is governed by the Hamiltonian
Such a packet will then describe a single-particle state at large times with an empty QD. The next idea is to construct an auxiliary initial state for a new system without a QD, whose evolution will still describe the old system comprising the edge and the QD. For that, the WP must be evolved back in time with H 0 . In the simplest case of ν = 1 the result 13 reads
where Γ = |τ d | 2 /2v 0 is the QD level width and |Ω stands for the ground state of the system. This state, being evolved with the edge Hamiltonian H 0 , coincides at time t = T Γ −1 with the state injected from a QD and evolved with the total Hamiltonian (10). Thus, it allows reformulating the problem: instead of studying the evolution of an injected electron, one studies the dynamics of an auxiliary initial state of the system without a QD.
But what happens if an electron tunnels into the edge of ν = 2 with a non negligible interaction between the channels? We still may use the same initial state with a few modifications. Firstly, an obvious replacement of φ(x) by φ 1u (x) is in order. Secondly, this state should be considered as the one coming in from the free-fermion region x ≤ x 0 and propagating then into the region x > x 0 , where there is interaction between the two channels.
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Next, one can add to that dissipation or dispersion. Eventually, the only quantities of interest are either the correlators for the fields inside the interferometer or the correlators between the free bosonic field φ(x), present in the WP (11), and the charge or neutral modes in the region x > x 0 . The contribution from those two modes can be treated separately, as if there was only a channel with no effective interaction region at x < x 0 , and a region where an interaction is introduced, which changes the fields velocity and/or where the dissipation or dispersion are "turned on". We will return to this matter later on, when we get down to the calculations for different regimes.
III. TRANSPORT THROUGH THE INTERFEROMETER
To find the visibility we first define currents through the interferometer, measured in the 1d channel, in the first order in tunneling amplitudes τ L and τ R in (9) for the left and right junctions. The general expression for the current has the following structure
where each term is of the form
such that
The averaging in (12) is taken over the initial state (11) with two remarks. Firstly, the ground state of the system is a product state of the "up" and "down" subsystems:
is the ground state of the two channels formed by the ground states of the charge and neutral modes. The terms I LL and I RR are the direct currents at the left and right tunnel junctions respectively, while the interference currents are represented by I LR and I RL . These currents define the corresponding direct and interference charges
which in turns determine the visibility V :
The charges Q max and Q min in the above expression correspond to the maximum and minimum values of the charge Q = Q dir + Q int transmitted through the interferometer, which oscillates as a function of the AB phase
, where θ is an additional scattering phase shift. Throughout the paper we will be using a convenient notation
IV. VISIBILITY: CASE OF LINEAR SPECTRUM OF PLASMONS
Before we move to introducing dissipation or dispersion effects, it is instructive to understand what prevents the coherence recovery of visibility, if none of those phenomenon is taken into account. In what follows we are going to analyze previously obtained result for the visibility, looking at it, however, from a new point of view.
Firstly, direct charge acquires a trivial form:
We note that the direct charge or current are the local characteristics, that originate from the local correlation functions either at the point x = 0 or x = L. As a result this quantity does not depend on the distance x 0 between the QD and the left tunneling junction. The interference current and hence the associated charge has a trickier structure, which reads
Here η = L/v−L/u is a flight time difference between the two modes along the interferometer, mentioned in Sec. I. In the original paper [13] , the expression (20) was carefully transformed to a simpler form to perform further both analytical and numerical calculations. However, as we are only interested in whether the visibility saturates or decays, we are going to find the current asymptotics for a large initial energy ε 0 → ∞.
In such a limit the biggest contribution to the integral comes from
Recalling that in order to obtain the interference charge (17) one needs to integrate the current (20) over t, we shift t by τ + x 0 /v − L/v and arrive at:
which is justified by the relation t+iγ t−iγ = sgn(t) when γ → 0. Therefore, there are two contributions from the fractional edge excitations (quasiparticles) F (u, v) and F (v, u) into the interference current that exactly cancel each other as energy ε 0 is increased, meaning the decay of the visibility. Remarkably, each quasiparticle does not decohere on its own and it is their total contribution to the current that leads to vanishing of the visibility. Interestingly, the effect is robust with respect to the strength of interaction when the fractional charges of the quasiparticles differ from 1/2, which is discussed in the Appendix D. We, thus, conclude that the exact cancellation might be prevented by introducing different propagating conditions for the two modes. Remaining within the current model, we study the effect of a possible slight asymmetry in the interferometer (Appendix E), which provides such conditions. However, we conclude that within the particular experiment, which is stated to be conducted with a symmetric interferometer, a slight asymmetry contribution can not playing a decisive role in the large coherence recovery effect.
Finally, we note that the case of free fermions for ν = 1 can be easily recovered from the above formulas by taking u = v, resulting in the following visibility:
V. CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
A. General approach
Expression for the current (12) consists of various electron correlation functions, which can be separated into the "up" and "down" groups, for the operators in the corresponding arms of the interferometer. As we are supposing the size L |x 0 | of the interferometer to be small and hence neglecting effects of dispersion or dissipation inside it, correlators for the "down" electron operators are of the following form:
where δ −1 is the energy ultra-violet cut-off. Such a result follows directly from the expansion of the bosonic field φ(x, t) into the eigenstates of a free Hamiltonian (6) with a particular velocity v:
and the relation â kâ † k = θ(k) for the boson creation and annihilation operators at zero temperature. So averaging "down" operators with the initial state (11) also becomes trivial. However, the "up" group includes correlators between the operators forming the initial wave-packet at x < x 0 and the ones in the region x > x 0 . The way such correlators have been treated 13 greatly used translational symmetry both in time and space, which is only possible for the case of linear spectrum. Thus, we are going to need a more general approach. One could start with a specific 1D equation of motion for the bosonic field. For instance, the following equatioṅ
allows finding the bosonic field with a velocity v in the region x > x 0 in terms of the field φ(x < x 0 , t). It then gives all necessary correlations for the linear spectrum case.
16 To include the dispersion one needs to slightly modify the above equation and follow the same procedure. On the other hand, such a method fails to describe a dissipation, as it is impossible then to use the expansion over the Hamiltonian eigenstates in the region x > x 0 . Therefore, we are going to handle it making use of the FDT, to which we devote the discussion below.
B. Correlation functions for dissipation
The linear response theory provides means of determining the correlator φ(y < x 0 )φ(x > x 0 , t) directly by connecting it to the response function to perturbation (FDT). In its turn, such a response function is found from the equation of motion for φ(x, t) with the source defined by the form of the perturbation. Such a method has a great advantage as it does not require any knowledge of the Hamiltonian, but the spectrum. It is therefore a perfect approach to describe a dissipative behavior. The dissipation itself will be accounted for phenomenologically by adding an imaginary term iv to the plasmon velocity v in the region x > x 0 , which is justified by the findings of the recent experiment.
14 For the sake of simplicity we suppose the velocity to be constant along x.
To proceed with our scheme, we first choose a convenient form of perturbation: V (x, t) ≡ δ(x − y)V (t), where y < x 0 is a particular coordinate. Then, the corresponding additional term to the Hamiltonian reads
, where ρ(y, t) is a charge density. According to the Kubo formula we get then:
Hence, the response function is of the form
Next, one can easily demonstrate that
where S ρ (k, ω) = dxdte −ik(x−y)+iωt ρ(y, t), ρ(x, 0) . The second step would be to find the response function to the perturbation from the following equation of motion with the source, generated by the form of the spectrum and the dissipation:
Its solution in the frequency domain acquires the form:
Note, that the form of solution implies that v < 0, to ensure convergence in the region x > x 0 . Moving then to the k domain for all the space variables and finding the response function (see Appendix A for the details of calculation), we arrive at the following result:
To introduce a different velocity v 2 in the region x > x 0 one can simply replace v − iv by v 2 − iv , which can be reached by adding an additional term into (31). We avoided that to concentrate on the dissipation effect. The expression (33) has a very clear structure and one easily restores the correlation functions for a simple linear spectrum by putting v to 0. Hence, the only difference between the two cases is the renormalization of the velocity for x > x 0 :ṽ
of the logarithm branch point into the complex halfplane, which was infinitesimally small before. We are interested in the correlators like (33) for x = 0 or x = L. Consequently, γ acquires positive values and is proportional to the distance between the QD and the interferometer, which we assume to be the largest distance scale in our problem. One needs to remember that such a correlator goes into the exponent with a prefactor of 1/2 as φ(x) is either a neutral or charge field.
VI. ENERGY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION: THRESHOLD EMERGENCE
In this section we concentrate mostly on the energy distribution function in presence of dissipation. Being relatively simple to account for on the calculations level, it also allows to grasp the physics quickly. Dispersion, on the other hand, is harder to deal with analytically, which nevertheless is not a problem on a qualitative level since the behaviour of the WP in its presence is quite clear: it broadens in space and cools down locally. We, therefore, linger on the case of dissipation and return to its comparison with the effect of dispersion in the end.
Dissipation may be present both in the regions outside and inside the interferometer. First and foremost we would like to answer the question: which contribution is more important? Taking dissipation into account everywhere leads to cumbersome expressions without a clear analytical structure. So let us concentrate on two cases: x 0 = 0, so that the tunneling from the dot takes place directly into the interferometer, and |x 0 | L. Therefore, in the first case we only study the effect of dissipation inside the interferometer. We provide a careful discussion of this limit in the Appendix C, where we demonstrate, that for ε 0 → ∞ the interference current vanishes. On the contrary, as it will be seen from the current Section, |x 0 | L case shows that it is the dissipation outside the interferometer that leads to the coherence recovery. Thus, we expect a crossover between the two cases and a partial coherence recovery for finite x 0 . In this sense interferometer should be considered as a probe of the physics happening with the WP on its way to it.
Before moving to any calculations for the current we start with discussing the energy distribution function of the injected electron in a particular channel n = 1u; 2u:
described by the Wigner function
where W F S n (ε, t, x) is a Fermi Sea contribution. We concentrate on f 1u (ε, x = 0), whose exact form is presented below:
and χ u is obtained from χ v by replacing v by u and γ by another one if necessary. Let us suppose that dissipation is present only in the neutral mode, so that γ in (39) is finite and is infinitesimally small in the charge mode, represented by χ u . To analyze the cumbersome expression for the energy distribution function we consider "weak" dissipation in a sense that γ x 0 /u−x 0 /v. In such a case f 1u (ε) can be easily treated 18 by a separation of the contributions from the neutral and charge modes χ v χ u − 1 = χ v − 1 + (χ u − 1), so that f 1u = f v + f u . The behaviour of f u is known 13 and is governed by the law f u (ε → ∞) ∼ 1/ε in the limit ε 0 → ∞. However, the contribution influenced by the dissipation acquires an energy cut-off of the order 1/γ in the same limit:
which can be verified by an asymptotic integration of
derived from Eq. (38) for a large initial energy. Alternatively, one can study a more convenient value ∂f v (ε)/∂ε, whose exact form can be simply revealed:
where K 0,1 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. The plot of the above asymptotics for ∂fv ∂ε is presented in the Fig. 2 below. , where ∂fv/∂ε ∝ −1/ε 2 . These plots reflect the existence of the energy cut-off ∼ 1/2γ in the former situation, which is found from the assumption that the initial WP energy is large enough ε0γ 1. Thus, by the time the WP reaches the interferometer it loses its energy, which is defined by the strength of dissipation γ.
Such a behaviour implies that for ε 0 γ 1 it is the cutoff γ −1 that defines the energy of the mode by the time it reaches the interferometer. Namely, the latter becomes proportional to γ −1 as it is shown in Appendix B. On the other hand, for energies below the cut-off ε 0 γ < 1, the injected state remembers its initial conditions. Hence, such a threshold phenomena will be reflected in the visibility behaviour in a form of a robust coherence plateau from a certain point of order γ −1 . At this point it is instructive to check if the estimation for the threshold energy ε thr ∼ /2γ gives a reasonable number. For that we use the definition (34) of γ, with v denoting the imaginary contribution to the velocity. We then roughly estimate the velocities v and v from the experimental findings [14] . For the real contribution v to the velocity we take its low energy (up to ∼ 25µeV ) value of 4.6 · 10 4 m/s. Concerning the imaginary part v , we note that although the curve for Im(k)/ω exhibits more of a quadratic behaviour we approximate it by a linear one and estimate v −vIm[k(ω)]/Re[k(ω)]| ω∼20µeV ∼ −v/5. Next, taking |x 0 | = 3µm, we find the threshold energy to be of the order ε thr ∼ 40µeV . Surprisingly, using a very raw guess, we arrive at the value of the same order as in the experiment! Returning to the general discussion, we note that two scenarios are possible -dissipation present in one or both modes. In the former case it leads to the mere inequivalence between the two modes and thus the two contributions to the interference current do not cancel each other contrary to the case of linear dispersion (22). The second possibility reveals even more interesting physics as one can demonstrate the full coherence recovery under certain conditions. Indeed, a parameter responsible for the decoherence strength 13 without dissipation is ε 0 η, in a sense that for ε 0 η 1 the visibility vanishes. Therefore, "turning on" the dissipation the parameter becomes η/γ for ε 0 γ 1. Consequently, when η/γ 1 in both modes the WP should not decohere at all, which we demonstrate in the next section. It can already be understood from the following arguments. Decoherence originates from the inelastic processes 19 inside the interferometer, whose probability increases with growing η/γ, as γ can be considered as a characteristic time width of the WP. Thus, in case of a large WP broadening scattering can be described perturbatively in terms of the above parameter. Therefore, the lower value of this parameter leads to a higher position of the visibility plateau, up to a complete coherence recovery, described by the visibility V 0 in (23). It is therefore not surprising that the case of x 0 = 0 (dissipation only inside the interferometer) results in the complete decoherence of the WP with increasing initial energy. On the other hand, the situation of |x 0 | L implies a strong dissipation and a large energy loss before the interferometer. It is also the case that provides a clear physical picture and can be relatively simply analyzed analytically.
Finally, we note that the similar reasoning is applicable to the dispersion case. Although the energy is conserved, the energy density lowers down as a result of broadening of the WP. Hence, the strength of decoherence is described by the same ratio of η to the associated broadening of the WP in time. Therefore, such a threshold effect in the visibility might as well be explained by the presence of dispersion. We support this statement in Sec. VIII by finding the visibility asymptotics when a weak dispersion is present in one mode.
VII. VISIBILITY: EFFECT OF DISSIPATION
To proceed we may directly use the expression for the interference current (20), bearing in mind that the shift γ is not small and may be different for F (u, v) and F (v, u). Let us then study the current in case of γ being much larger or much smaller compared to the flight time difference η.
Strong dissipation: γ η
Considering the dissipation parameter γ to be large compared to η is natural in our model since we demonstrated that γ ∝ x 0 , while |x 0 | L. Let us first assume that dissipation is only present in the neutral mode, then
with finite 20 γ in F (u, v) and infinitesimally small in F (v, u). When γ η, we can expand F (u, v) as:
Meanwhile, for the part, originating from the charge mode
so that
Substituting it into (43) and using a definition (17) for the interference charge we get:
with αe iθ = 1/2 − i/π, i.e. α ∼ 0.592. As we mentioned before the direct charge does not change, so we arrive at the following result for the visibility in case of strong dissipation present in the neutral mode:
Interestingly, including strong dissipation into both modes, the coherence is completely recovered and the visibility acquires the maximum value V 0 in (23), corresponding to the free fermion case! Particularly, using the expression for the current (20) with dissipation γ 1 for the neutral mode and γ 2 for the charge one and expanding it in terms of η/γ 1,2 , we can simply perform all integrations without taking the limit ε 0 → ∞. Eventually, we are able to present the visibility as a function of initial energy of the wave packet in the following form:
Let us check simple asymptotics. When ε 0 → 0 visibility is strictly V 0 , while for ε 0 → ∞ it saturates to a slightly smaller value
The plot of (50) is presented in Fig. 3 . 
Weak dissipation: γ η
Let us study the other limit, when dissipation is small and is present in one, neutral, mode for simplicity. Again we are going to make use of the expressions for the current from the previous section (43) and (46) and study, therefore, the ε 0 → ∞ asymptotics. Note that the integral over time for the difference F (u, v) − F (v, u) obviously converges, although it is not the case for each of the terms separately. Hence, we are going to rewrite it as {F (u, v) − 1} − {F (v, u) − 1}, so that each brace contains a well converging integrand over time. We denote the terms as F(u, v) and F(v, u) respectively.
Consider
Although it is already simply represented, we may rewrite it as follows for further needs:
The Fig. 4 gives an idea of how the above expression looks like as a function of t. Finite γ smears sharp borders at t = 0 and t = η in the real part of the function. However, the limit of small dissipation allows using of (54) to integrate F(u, v) in the 1st and 3rd regions and also expanding (44) in terms of γ/η on the rest of the time axis. For that it is divided into five regions so that dtF(u, v) = 5 n=1 J n , where J n is a contribution to the integral from the nth area. Then, using t 0 η and taking into account the above explanations, the integrals over the regions in the vicinity of t = 0 and t = η read
From the careful expansion of (44) in other regions we get:
Hence, dtF(u, v) = 2t 0 − η + 4iγ ln 2η γ . The first two terms are eliminated in the expression for the current by the contribution dtF * (v, u) = 2t 0 − η from the charge mode. Thus, the visibility is described by the following formula:
VIII. VISIBILITY: EFFECT OF DISPERSION
As we have already mentioned before dispersion effect on the visibility is similar to that of dissipation despite a qualitatively different behavior of the WP in its presence. However, the broadening of the WP in space in presence of dispersion reduces effectively the possibility of the inelastic scattering inside the interferometer, which should lead to a coherence recovery. To provide a quantitative evidence for it, we again study the limit of a small interferometer |x 0 | L and, for simplicity, assume a quadratic dispersion to be present in a neutral mode.
We adopt the same method used in Sec. V and start by solving the equation of motion for the bosonic field:
with the dispersion of the form iγ∂ x θ(x − x 0 )∂ x , which corresponds to a Hermitian operator. The velocity v 1 takes the desired values v or u, depending for which mode dispersion is taken into account. Unlike the dissipation case, we can directly solve this equation, using the solution for φ(x < x 0 ) ≡ φ − , derived straightforwardly from the expression (25), and performing the Fourier transform:
Considering γ to be small, the solution for φ(x > x 0 ) ≡ φ + reads:
Having such an expansion we formally write down all the needed correlation functions and arrive at the following expression for the integral over time for the auxiliary interference charge Q:
where F (v, u) was defined in (21), while correlators K 1 and K 2 take dispersion into account as follows:
Let us bring the integral (63) to a dimensionless form by making a substitution of variables
and consider a limit ε 0 → ∞. For simplicity we are also studying the case βη 1, making it analogous to the problem of a strong dissipation in one mode, discussed in Sec. VII 1. We, thus, arrive at the result
Note that J(t) as a function oft is well bounded and hence the exponent in (68) may be expanded in terms of ηβ:
The integral in the above expression can be handled with by rewriting it in a following way:
Using the definitions (17) and (18), and taking into account that the direct charge does not change, we find the visibility to be exactly the same as the one found in the case of strong dissipation in one mode (48)- (49)! From such a result we may conclude that it is the energy density that plays a role in the coherence recovery effect. In case of a dissipation it decreases because of the energy loss, while for a dispersion the reason is the space broadening of the WP.
IX. PERIODIC COHERENCE RECOVERY FOR LINEAR SPECTRUM
In Sec. IV we demonstrated how a separation of a WP into two quasiparticles in a linear spectrum case leads to visibility decay with increasing initial energy. Taking into account dissipation or dispersion effects we were able to present an explanation of partial coherence recovery within conditions of a particular experiment. On the other hand, it is of interest to imagine a new experiment which would allow to introduce "unequal" conditions of propagation for the two modes, so that their exact cancellation would be impossible already in a simple case of a linear spectrum. As a nature of the effects mentioned above is not yet understood, we consider an experiment, where they can be neglected (or one could take x 0 = 0). Then, a periodic bias ∆µ sin(Ωt) is applied between the upper and lower arms of the interferometer, so that ∆µ Ω. Additional phase shifts appear then in the electron operators in the upper arm of MZI and the asymptotics for the interference current at ε 0 → ∞ reads
Such a result implies the periodic coherence recovery, which we will study by expanding the exponent in the above expression up to the first order in ∆µ/Ω. However, before proceeding, we point out that any additional random phase appearing in the arguments of the cosines results in averaging out of the effect. Hence, the periodic signal applied between the arms of MZI must be synchronized with the tunneling event from the QD.
Integrating current over time, we arrive at the following expression:
There are two contributions to the current: from the WP and the "background", which is left after the WP has passed through the interferometer. It is periodic unlike the DC current, consisting of electrons rarely tunneling from the QD into the edge. Thus, these signals can be measured separately, which correspond to leaving integration over t ∈ [0, η] in (73). Finding the interference charge and taking into account that the direct charge is not influenced by the applied bias, we express the saturated visibility in the lowest order of ∆µ/Ω as
As expected the periodic potential leads to the imbalance between the contributions of the two quasiparticles and an oscillating visibility for ε 0 η 1. Notably, in case ηΩ 1 and η x 0 , the parameter determining the periodicity of the visibility recovery is mostly Ωx 0 /v, while the amplitude becomes proportional to ∆µη. Thus, the periodic signal is able to partially restore the coherence of the WP, which is a direct consequence of the fact that the charge and neutral modes behave as quasiparticle, which do not dephase on their own.
X. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we make several important statements. For a start, we provide a plausible explanation of the recent experiment [5] , where a robust coherence plateau in the visibility of a single electron state, initially injected into a QH edge channel, was detected. The visibility of this electron WP, sent to the MZI, was found to remain almost constant as a function of the injected energy starting from a certain threshold value, while having been expected to decay and vanish. This expectation was supported in the theoretical work [13] , where a bosonization approach was used to account for a strong Coulomb interaction present in the QH edge system. It made obvious the inability of such a minimalistic model to capture the effect of the coherence recovery. Analyzing the reason behind it, we find that ultimately the origin of the visibility decay lies in the destructive interference between the two quasiparticles arising from the interaction in the QH edge at the filling factor ν = 2. Nevertheless, each of the quasiparticles remains coherent, which is a puzzling outcome. We check that this conclusion is robust with respect to the strength of interaction, i.e. when the charges of these quasiparticles deviate from 1/2. Thus, a trivial mechanism of the partial coherence recovery could be implemented in the model by merely creating an imbalance between the two contributions of the quasiparticles. One source of such an imbalance is an asymmetry of the interferometer. However, we show that a slight asymmetry that could be present in the experiment is not responsible for such a strong coherence recovery. Moreover, modifying the lengths of the arms of the MZI with gates it is easy to get rid of this contribution completely.
The two other candidates, namely dissipation or dispersion, which were found to be present 14 at least in the neutral mode, can also account for the aforementioned imbalance. However, most importantly, they can provide the second means of the coherence recovery. Indeed, in the presence of either dissipation or dispersion the energy density of the WP is lowered by the time it reaches the interferometer. Hence, it weakens the inelastic scattering inside it, which recovers the coherence. Therefore, the stronger the energy loss results in the bigger coherence recovery. In support of this reasoning, we demonstrate that coherence can be fully recovered if a strong dissipation is present in both modes. We point out that our calculations are performed assuming the distance between the QD and the interferometer |x 0 | to be much larger than the size of interferometer L. In this limit we are able to predict the values of the coherence plateau in cases of strong/weak dissipation and also weak dispersion. Considering |x 0 | L allows to neglect the effects of dissipation or dispersion taking place inside the interferometer, so we are not in a position to predict exact values of the visibility plateau or the threshold energy in a particular experiment. However, what we do show is that dissipation or dispersion inside the interferometer on their own (x 0 = 0) do not lead to coherence recovery. Thus, it is the outside dynamics which plays a significant role. These assumptions should be easy to check experimentally by studying the values of the visibility plateau as a function of x 0 that must be increasing with it. Moreover, the rough estimations of a threshold energy, defined only by the dissipation strength, are in a good agreement with the experiment.
Finally, we return to the question of the quasiparticlefor t comes from the region t t, the contribution from M (t , t) vanishes. In this manner the expression (20) can be found. However, with dissipation being present inside the interferometer, M (t , t) needs to be taken into account. We first rewrite the integrals over t , making them running up to t = 0. Next, we shift t by −t and change the sign of t in M (t , t), which allows to rewrite Q as an integral over the whole axis of t :
Integration over t can be easily performed by moving the integration contour in the positive half plane, which results in zero for the whole expression.
Appendix D: Interference current in the limit ε0 → ∞ for arbitrary fractional charges of the quasiparticles
The integral over time of the interference current at a large initial energy ε 0 acquires the form:
and χ u (t,t) is defined in the same manner by replacing v → u and δ 1 → δ 2 . The last multiplier in (D1) is defined as follows:
so that we easily arrive at the previous formulas for the interference charge (22), which eventually results in zero for the asymptotics. When the charges are arbitrary, F can not be simplified. However, we are still able to derive a few conclusions. Firstly, ∞ −∞ dtF = 0. It can be justified by the fact that fort outside the region [L/u, L/v] the integrand quickly decays, due to the 1/t 2 decrease of both terms in F. Hence, as both branch points in each term are situated in the same half-plane, the contour can be modified by being dragged into the infinity of the other half-plane. Such a procedure shows that the integral indeed vanishes.
Thus, we can subtract the unity from χ v χ u in (D1). The advantage is that χ v χ u − 1 becomes non-zero only in certain regions of t. Obviously, these regions are defined by varioust, but the only relevantts belong to [L/u, L/v], as we realized above from analyzing F. In this case the value of χ v χ u can be simply found:
for t ∈ [ L−x0
v ] and zero everywhere else. Therefore, integrating χ v χ u − 1 over the indicated region in t shows that there is no a dependence ont, so we are left with Q ∝ dtF = 0.
Appendix E: Interference charge in case of a small asymmetry in the MZI for a linear dispersion
Adding an asymmetry to the interferometer (the upper arm of the length L 1 and the lower one of L 2 L 1 ) one arrives at the expression for the interference charge of a form resembling the one (D1) in the previous Appendix:
with χ v,u (t,t) describing the propagation of the neutral or charge modes in the upper arm of the interferometer
and F(t) being responsible for the interference effect:
where δ is an infinitesimally small shift. In case of a symmetric interferometer L 1 = L 2 the above expression F(t) acquires a simple form (D4) in terms of the delta-functions. To find where the main contribution to F(t) comes from, we multiply and divide the second term in it by the denominator of the first one, which immediately results in the simplification
It now becomes clear from the form of the numerator that the only relevantt lies in the following region:
Here we have assumed that L 1 /v L 2 /u, which seems natural due to the fact that u v and that we are mainly interested in a case of a small difference between L 2 and L 1 . Moreover, the integral of F(t) overt is simply zero similarly to the statement made in the previous Appendix. Hence, we may rewrite Q as Q ∼ dtdt χ u (t,t)χ v (t,t) − 1 F(t).
The idea is then to study the expression in the square brackets as a function of t, using the particular values fort. Let us denote firstly t 1 = 
where the last expression holds for L2−L1 v < x 0 (1/u − 1/v), which essentially means that the difference L 2 − L 1 must be smaller than x 0 and is quite applicable to the conditions of the experiment. With that in mind, we can perform integration over t and arrive at the following expression 
with the notation η 1 = L 1 (1/v − 1/u) similar to the one used throughout the main part of the paper. Both I 1 and I 2 are table integrals 22 if rewritten in a suitable form. Indeed, we express the first integral I 1 as follows
where F (π/2, r) ≡ . Note that, when L 1 = L 2 , then r = 0 and F (π/2, 0) = π/2 , while η 1 I 1 (L 1 = L 2 ) = −2πi. We deal with the second integral in the same manner
where Π vη1 , 0 = π/2, which results in I 2 (L 1 = L 2 ) = 2πi. Therefore, the total charge Q = 0 in this limit as it should be. Combining the above findings for I 1 and I 2 we finally get:
The experiment [5] was stated to be conducted with a symmetric interferometer. Thus, accounting for only a slight asymmetry and studying the expression (E11) as a function of L 2 in the vicinity of L 1 one arrives at the interference charge of the order Q ∼ L2−L1
vη1 . Therefore, an asymmetry indeed leads to a partial coherence recovery, but apparently it can not be the main reason behind its large value in the experiment.
